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Climate Change Display 



Children’s Carbon Footprint Pledges 



Hinterland Project to 
encourage looking after 
our local environment 
and canal - interlinked 

through art



Children’s View out of the Window Pictures
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Children’s View out of the Window Pictures



Children’s Culture Boxes
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Children’s Culture Boxes



Walk to School Posters



Walk to School Posters



Walk to School Posters



Save Water Poster



Learning about Hinduism and making Diwali 
Cards



Learning about Hinduism and making Diwali 
Cards with Rangoli Designs



Looking after the Environment Posters



Looking after the Environment Posters



Persuasive Adverts for Looking after the Environment, Year 3 children (online learning)



Explanation why is it important to save water, Year 3 (during online learning)



Explanation why is it important to save water, Year 3 (during online learning)



Explanation why is it important to recycle, Year 3 children (during online learning)

  Why recycling is important

Did you know that the average person throws away over 1 TONNE of waste every year and, with all the people in the UK, 13 BILLION plastic bottles are thrown away each year and that in 
the whole of the UK, 31 BILLION tonnes of waste are thrown away each year?! However , recycling just one plastic bottle can power a light bulb for up to four hours and that recycling just 
one tonne of paper can save about seventeen trees and around 3 THOUSAND gallons of water! Therefore, recycling is an essential for the existence of the Earth.

Recycling can cause a huge impact to your local area and environment, as your rubbish often ends up in landfill sites, which take up lots of space and plant life is often killed or removed to 
make more space. When rubbish ends up in landfill, it often decomposes into the ground which creates toxic gases which pollute the air, kill greenery and steal nutrients from the soil, 
leaving hardly anything for plants that have just started growing.

But what does recycling do exactly? And how  can we do it?  Remember how I said 1 tonne of waste is thrown away by the average person every year? Well, most (about 45%) household 
waste is actually recyclable. Since a lot of the things that we throw are recyclable materials, such as plastic, paper metal, and even glass. But how do they do it? Let's find out!

Paper is taken from the special recycling bin that is labelled paper, and is then sent to a factory. Next, it is washed in soapy water to clear any ink off. It is then rolled out very thinly and 
left to dry. Then, it is combined with water to create a pulp. Plastic has two ways to be recycled. 1 (mechanical recycling), is the plastic is washed, then ground up into powders and melted 
and 2 (chemical recycling), is the plastic is broken into tiny molecules called monomers (a molecule that, when bonded with several identical molecules forms into a polymer). Metal is 
recycled by sorting them in their certain type, is then smelted and cooled and is then shaped into usable pieces called ingots. This saves hundreds of millions of pounds every year. Glass 
(yes, glass) is recycled by washing it, crushing it and then melting it before being moulded into products. There is no drop in quality as well. However, it is tricky to recycle glass.

To conclude, recycling has a positive impact on the environment that we live  in and prepares the world for future generations.



Explanation why is it important to recycle, Year 3 children (during online learning)



Children’s Work 
at New Leera School 
Kathmandu, Nepal



Children designing and making 
Christmas Cards



Children’s Christmas Cards and Decorations
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Children’s Christmas Cards and 
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Children’s Christmas Cards and 
Decorations


